Book soon for
best dates!!

Now booking
summer camps
and day cares

Presents…

This programme celebrates the rich diversity of Canada by exploring fashion, food and
family fun. Discover cultural roots, music/dance, special days and various faiths which
make Canada a cultural mosaic.
Programme Run: April 12, 2018-August 31, 2018
Admission: $6.00/participant (Leaders and volunteers free)
Programme Times: 2-hour morning or afternoon sessions
*times are flexible, Monday, Wednesday through Friday.
Booking: Please call (905) 529-8813 to reserve your session!
Lunch: You can eat at the CILC. We ask campers to bring a “litterless” lunch
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Canada’s Mosaic: All programmes are adaptable to fit the needs of your group. Activities and
take-home craft projects are part of the programme: bracelet making, food bingo, live-action
game board, dancing and more!
Gallery Room:
Mosaic: Canada embraces people who represent all communities and various cultural/ethnic
backgrounds. There are people who have been the ‘first’ who have paved the way for others. Learn
about fascinating people who have all contributed to make Canada such a rich mosaic.
Music and Dance: Tapping a beat and dancing to music are ways in which people express creativity,
share sorrow and embrace happy moments. Learn about similarities in cultural dances and view
instruments from around the world.
Special Occasions: Remember what happened when you lost your first tooth? We all have moments in
our lives which mark a special occasion like birthdays and coming-of -age celebrations. Come see how
people celebrate significant life milestones.
Faith: Learn about common elements that link different faiths. View different kinds of prayer beads,
prayer books and other faith-based objects.
Discovery Room:
Food: Canada is a country that has diverse types of food in grocery stores and restaurants. Learn
about various foods that have come from different countries and recognize the many similarities that
types of food have.
Fashion: Kimono, kilt, sari, hijab, jeans and more are types of clothing that people wear in Canada.
Examine different types of clothes and material of traditional dress that people wear from different
cultures.
Fun: We don’t always have time for recreation but when we do, it’s fun to play games that originated
in Canada or have come from around the world! Learn where some of Canada’s favourite games have
originated and see if you can figure out what some toys are made from. Bone? Corn husk? Wood?
Other?
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